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INTRODUCTIOl 
The problem of the formation and retention of concepts as a 
function of their abstractness is not a new one . The early philos-
ophers recognized that one type of concept was the result of abstract-
ing and generalizing from the experiences of sense-perception. There 
were other concepts, however, that apparently were formed as the 
result of intellectual activity alone . These philosophers also ob-
served that not all individuals were capable of forming the latter 
concept . It seemed .i.rnpossible for children and even many adults to 
comprehend ideas that were not based on experiences with concrete 
objects . Plato (10) considered the difference to be due to the 
possession of two distinct faculties, one of which ruled over the 
visible realm or that of sense-perception, and the other which 
ruled over the invisible or intellectual world. Possession of the 
first faculty did not presuppose possession of the second, for 
reason is a principle to which most men attain only after years 
and some men never attain it . Whether or not the philosophers be-
lieved that all thinld.ng was the result of sense-perception , or 
that the levels of thou~ht to which man mi,Jit attain were the result 
of two distinct faculties, they at least agreed tba t men differed 
greatly in their ability to understand hignly abstract thought, and 
made some kind of distinction between the less and the more abstract. 
When Galton (3) investigated the universality of mental image-
ry it was not his purpose to discover t ne function that such imagery 
filled in the ability to use concepts on a highly abstract level. 
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He was impressed , however, with the discovery that scientific men 
wer e almost totally lacking in this particular ability : 
My conclusion is that an over- ready perception of sharp 
mental pictures is ant agonistic to the acquirement of 
habits of highly- generalized and highly abstract thought, 
especially when the steps of reasoning are carried on by 
wor ds as symbols , and that if the faculty of seeing the 
pictures was ever possessed by men who think hard, it is 
very apt to be lost through misuse . 
Such observations could be made and theories formulated but 
there was no scientific approach to the investigation of mental ac-
tivities until Ebbinghaus (1) , in his classic experiment on memory, 
demonstrated that such an a pproach was possible . Literally hundreds 
of experi ments follc:Med. It seemed possible that here was a method 
that would provide a quantitative measure of the processes of thought. 
For a review of literature on the experLmental investigation 
of concepts the reader is referred to Johnson ' s (7) article in which 
he summarizes the more Lmportant investigations . For the purpose 
of this paper only a few of the experiments will be discussed in 
order to present the results of related experiments . 
Fisher ' s (2) experiment involved many phases in the pro-
cesses of concept formation . 'l'he method was largely subjective ,d th 
the main emphasis on the introspections of the subjects. The re-
sults were valuable , not only in their own right , but in that they 
ar oused interest in the quantitative measurement of the levels arrl 
pr ocesses in concept formation . Hull (6), who investigated the 
quantitative aspects of evaluating concepts , found that the most 
efficient method or forming concepts was abstract presentation 
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combined with concrete examples. In an experiment on the sequential 
order of concept attainment, Wenzel and Flurry (19) found that con-
cepts were attained in a definite order, concepts of concrete ob-
jects first, spatial forms next and numbers last . 
Smoke (ld) offered a clear, concise definition of a concept: 
By 11 concept formation", 11 generalization11 , or "con-
cept learning 11 we refer to the 9rocess whereby an or6 an-
ism develops a symbolic response (usually, but not 
necessarily, linguistic) ,·1hich is made to the members 
of a class of stimuli patterns, but not to other stimuli . 
Long and Welch (9) used children of 8½ years to 11 years of 
a6e for subjects and concluded th3. t "subjects ,_,ho found the principle 
without assistance tended to be more advanced both chronolo6 ically 
and mentally. 11 Hull, on the other hand, who studied concept forma-
tion in psychotics, stated that "constitutional inferiors, dementia 
precox subjects and paretics average only about one sixth as rapid 
progress in evolving functional concepts as normale 11 
According to Rappaport (11) tne formation of certain level 
concepts is not the function of intelligence alone: 
Concept formation is thus not simply a matter of inform-
ation or of good logic . Information may be present and yet 
the proper conceptual response may still not be obtained, 
logic may be operating, and be errant if the point to wnich 
it is applied is not correctly chosen. 
Rappaport (12) further states tha.t as psychotics reveal the level of 
abstractness in both behavioral and verbal tendencies it has become 
of diagnostic value in psychopathology. 
This approach shoull strike us as neither arbitrary 
nor strange. In a cor.versation in every day life, the 
variety of color of re.rerer.ces introduced by a partic-
ipant indicates how free he is in the use of his ex-
periences and ideas -- or , to put it in psycholo6ical 
terms, the range and availability of the conceptual 
realm of ideas f r om which he can draw. 
Goldstein and Sheerer (5) used special tests in their ex-
perimental study to determine the differentiation between concrete 
and abstract behavior. The theory they proposed was that: 
• •• the abstract and concrete attitudes are not ac-
quired mental sets or habits of an individual, or 
special isolable aptitudes such as ~emory, attention, 
etc . They are rather capacity levels of the total 
personality. Each one furnishes the basis for all 
performances .i:Jertaining to a specific plane of activity. 
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The theory underlying the experimental proceoure of this study 
was stated by Reed (13) as follows: 
If I learn six new ideas today, how many may I be 
expected to remember in one week or in three weeks? 
To answer a question like this the psychologist needs 
a method wh ich from the standpoint of scientific 
method is comparable to the classic experiments but 
which also has the advantage of applying to a life 
situation. Such a method may be found in the simple 
device of using nonsense syllables to represer~ 
classes of objects , qualities, or relationships in 
the world of reality and presenting than along wi.th 
the familiar words ordinarily used to represent these 
classes. The complexity of a life situation may be 
simulated by mixing the fa:niliar word of the chosen 
concept or class with familiar unrelated words . 
After an interval I can have S relearn the cards 
and so get a measure of his retention. Such a method 
has all the scientific controls of the classical ex-
periments but also has the additional merit of being 
much closer to life situations . 
In his first experiment on the learning and retention of concepts 
Reed (13) investigated the influence of set. The materials he used 
for the experiment were six nonsense syllables each of which repre-
sented a certain familiar concept (animal, flower, tree , etc . ), 
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and 42 cards . On one side of each card were printed four familiar 
English words , one of which belonged to the category symbolized by 
the nonsense SJll able printed on the back of the card. The cards were 
presented to the subject at the rate of one every seven seconds . If 
the subject failed to respond , or responded incorrectly, the experi-
menter pronounced the name of the correct syllable . If the subject 
named the card correctly, the experimenter said "Ri6 ht . " The 42 cards 
were ah.rays presented in constant order . One showini:; of the cards 
constituted a trial or one repetition. Introspective reports of the 
subject were taken after every third trial . On record sheets espe-
ci ally prepared for trn experilnent , the following data were record-
ed : response ma.de to each card; the number of promptin~s to respond 
correctly to each card; the nwnber of repetitions necessary to reach 
the first errorless trial; the total time required to learn or re-
l earn a given series; and the reports and obser, .tions of the subject . 
Each test given was an indivi.dual one . Fifty- one college students 
served as subjects . They were divided into two approximately equal 
ability groups , named Group 4 and Group 5. The directions for both 
groups were the same with the exception that Group 5 was told to 
learn the~ of each ~rd, while Group 4 was instructed to learn 
the name of each card and what it stands for . Each of these groups 
was subdivided for testing retention. Retention for some subjects 
of each group was tested after one week, others after three weeks, 
and the r emainder of the groups after six weeks . The results showed 
a decided advantage for Group 4, the group having a specific set for 
l earning t he meaning of the cards . The advantage for relearning and 
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retention was much less , but it was still noticeable. 
The second problem investigated by Reed (14) in this series 
was the influence of the length of the series on the learning and 
retention of concepts . The materials and methods were the same as 
the first experirnent, except for variations in quantity . Instruc-
tions as for Group 4 were given to all groups in this experiment. 
Forty- two college students, divided into two groups (Group 6 and 7) 
of t1venty- one each were used. Group 6 was presented with only the 
first 24 cards to represent one trial. Group 7 was presented with 
the original 42 cards plus 18 new ones, or a total of 60 cards for 
a trial. The number of promptings required to learn the series of 
60 was less than twice as great as that for 24 syllables; moreover , 
the number of consistent or correct corcepts formed increased direct-
ly with the length of the series . Reed also discussed the origin of 
concepts in this experiment and concluded that the factors relating 
to the origin of consistent concepts are : set for a specific task, 
identical elements between syllables and words, contiguity between 
a syllable an:i the key word, and passive observation. More usually 
it was a combination of factors rather than a sin6le one that led to 
the formation of correct concepts . 
Reed (15) next investigated the influence of the complexity 
of the stimuli on the learning and retention of concepts . The method 
was the same as in previous experiments . The materials were the same 
except that the stimuli were made more complex_ by increasing the 
number of words and introducing confusing categories . There were four 
degrees of complexity: (1) Group 4, 19 subjects, with 4 words to a 
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card, only one of which belonged to a category found on any other card 
belon~ing to that certain nonsense syllable; ( 2) Group 10, 20 sub-
jects, with 8 words to a card but with only one key worq (3) Group 
8, 25 subjects , with 8 words and a word belonging in a confusing 
category. Three confusing categories were introduced for each syl-
lable - - one with three instances, one with four instances, and 
one vr.i th seven instances . Only t.he one "with seven instances was con-
sidered correct or consistent as it was the only one that fitted all 
the cards belongin0 to that nonsense syllable; (4) Group 9, 26 sub-
jects, was the same as the third degree except for the addition of 
four more words to the card. The subject had to select the key word 
from one of 12 words . All the subjects were colle6 e students taking 
beginning courses in psychology. Conclusions reached in this experi-
ment were : the amount of effort required to form concepts varies 
directly with the complexity of the stimuli from wnich they are de-
rived ; the per cent of correct concepts formed decreases rapidly 
as the complexity of the stimuli is increased; as the complexity 
of the stimuli is increased there is a definite trend from logical 
to illogical learning. 
In an unpublished experiment Reed (16) investigated the ef-
fect of the form of presentation on the formation and retention of 
concepts. The materials and methods used were the same as in pre-
vious experiments except for the form of presentation. The subjects 
first studied two typewritten page·s on which were printed six groups 
of words , each of which was headed by a nonsense syllable. Each 
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line contained four words as they appeared on the cards . There were 
three 5roups in this experiment . Group 13 studied 24 lines of words 
or four lines to each syllable , Group 12 studied 42 lines or 7 lines 
to a syllable, Group 14 studied 60 lines or 10 lines to a syllable·. 
When the subject said that he knew the meaning of each syllable and 
could 6 ive a correct concept for any one of the syllables, time was 
recorded as study tine. The cards were then presented in the same 
way as in previous exper:Lments , and the same records made . 
The writer is greatly indebted to Dr. H. B. Reed for mal:d.ng 
available to her the results of his most recent experiment. Group 
12 of that experiment has been used in the followin6 experiment as 
the less abstract group for the purpose of comparison between the 
formation and retention of concepts as a function of their abstract-
ness . 
This experiment duplicated the procedure and rraterial pre-
sented to Reed's Group 12, with the exception that the concepts to 
be learned were highly abstract . The present experimental group 
will be known hereafter as Group 15 . Group 12 was presented with 
concepts such as animal , veget~ble, and trees. Group 15 was to 
learn the more highly abstract concepts of emotion, virtue, and 
discipline . In several instances words were cha%ed from one group 
to another when they might act as confusin6 stimuli in that partic-
ular group. Groups 12 and 15 were undergraduate psychology students, 
equated for intelligence on the basis of the Henman-Nelson Test of 
Mental Ability (Colle6e Students) . The average score for both groups 
was 41. 5. The nonsense syllables, taken from Glaze (4), were the 
same in Groups 12 and 15 and presented in the same order for the 
study period and in the responses to the cards . 
PROBLEM 
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The general problem of the experiment was to investigate the 
influence of abstractness on the formation and rentention of con-
cepts . The specific problems were the following: 
(1) How does abstractness influence the nwnber of promptings 
required to learn and relearn concepts? 
(2) What is the relation of abstractness to the percentage 
of consistent concepts learned and retained? 
(3) What is the relation of the number of promptings re-
quired to learn and relearn consistent or correct as 
compared with inconsistent or incorrect concepts? 
(4) What are the individual differences in the method of 
learning and relearning highly abstract concepts? 
:MATERIALS 
The materials used in this experiment were two typewritten 
pages containing six different groups of words of seven lines, each 
line containing four words . Each of the six groups was headed by a 
nonsense syllable . A metronome was used to tick second intervals . 
There were 42 cards , 3! by 5 inches . On one side of each card was 
printed one of the lines of four words found on the typewritten 
pages; on the other side of the card was printed tne nonsense 
syllable which represented tmt particular concept . 
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EXPERD1ENT AL PROCEDURE 
The experimenter (E) read the following instructions to each 
subject (S) : 
This is an experiment in learning concepts . A concept , 
you know, is a word , or idea that stands for any one of 
a group of things or ideas . (Thus the words chair, bird, 
or stone stand for no particular chair , bird, or stone , 
but for any 2!!!:, of a group of chairs, birds , or stones . ) 
I am going to show you two typewritten pa6es containing 
six groups of words , each of which is headed by a nonsense 
syllable such as jok, bik, or bex. Each nonsense syllable 
is a concept . Look carefully at all the words in each 
group and find, if you can, what the syllable stands for . 
As soon as you have found the meaning of all the syllables, 
hand me the typewritten pages, then I shall show you cards 
each of which contains one of the lines you are to study. 
You are to tell me the name of the nonsense syllable that 
belongs to that line. I shall always prompt you when you 
fai l to name the card within three seconds . When I have 
prompted you, repeat the syllable aloud after me so urat I 
can be s ure you understand it . Your work will be finished 
as soon as you can name each card without any help. Now, 
will you please answer these questions: 
1. What is this an experiment in? 
2. What is a concept? 
3. In this experiment is each nonsense syllable a concept? 
4. What are you to do? 
S was then handed the two typewritten pages to study. He was 
asked to t alk aloud as he formed and discarded various ideas . These 
comments were recorded. When S indicated that he had learned the con-
cepts , E asked him to gi. ve any one of the nonsense syllables and its 
meaning . If S sDnply chose a word at random from the series E reread 
the di r ections and suggested tra t he study the list again. When S 
gave a correct concept for any one of the nonsense syllables and said 
that he bad a concept for each of them, his study time was recorded, 
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and he was shown each of the lines which were printed on cards and 
asked to respond with the proper syllable. This was given as a test 
of the correctness of the concepts . 
The cards were s hown from behind a screen at the rate of one 
card every seven seconds . The cards were presented at the count of 
one, prompted on the count of three, withdrawn on the count of six 
and a new card was picked up on the count of seven. A metronome tick-
ed the seconds . The cards were always presented in a constant order. 
The first six cards were in the same ord.er that tne nonsense syllables 
appeared on the study sheets, thereafter, the same order never occurred 
twice in any series of six, nor did the same syllable occur on two ad-
jacent cards . The complete showing of the 42 cards was one trial or 
repetition. A trial without prompting was the criterion for learning. 
The subject was encouraged by E saying, 11 Right, 11 after each correct 
response . He was informed now and then as to hi progress with, "There 
are only __ more to learn, 11 "You are doing fine, 11 11You made a nice 
gain that time. 11 At the end of the sitting he was told, 11You did 
fine . Now you 1,.J:i.ll not tell anyone else about the meaning of these 
syllables; you will want him to have just as much fun in learning 
them as you did, don} t you?" 
A concept was consistent or correct when the concept was so 
formed that it fitted all the words belonging to the logical group 
for which it was a symbol. This offered a certain amount of freedom 
in the concepts formed . For the concept represented by yem one S 
gave "Psychological activities, 11 while another 11 Things that the 
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mind does" . Both of these concepts were consistent . In some instances 
the concepts formed were too general and caused confusion in the learn-
ing process . The subject who thought that kun, which stood for emo-
tions, was "what a person does" , found himself unable to tell the 
difference between yem (mental activities) and kun. He said that he 
had to resort to rote m6nory for the correct response as he could see 
no distinction between the two . 
Questions were not only permitted, but encouraged , during the 
study tDne , and as an answer the particular part of the instructions 
pertaining to his questions was read. A record was made of all the 
questions and comments of the subject . 
Each test was given individually and only those subjects who 
complet ed the series at one sitting were used for the quantitative 
r esults . E recorded the following data for learning and retention 
on the individual forms prepared for the purpose: study tDUe, re-
sponse made to each card whether correct, prompted or incorrect; 
time to learn the cards ; total time; total promptin6 s for each 
concept ; and total promptings for all concepts . 
After not less than seven days nor more than 10, the sub-
jects were tested for retention . There was no preliminary study 
of the typewritten sheets . The cards were shown at the same rate 
and in the same order as in the learning period . This was continued 
unti l the correct response was made to the series of 42 cards with-
out error . 
Below is presented the study material as it was 6i ven to the 
student . The correct concept for each group has been added in 
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parentheses: 
KUN ( emotion) 
L horn leaf joy debt 
2. fame anoer ought saucer 
3. line people tSrief sound 
4. uncle fried pear surprise 
5. crowd tiger hate string 
6. disgust circle paid letter 
7. carryin.:; love died rule 
VOR (religion) 
8. brook leave claim baptize 
9. confess brow flower point 
10. breaking idle coillI'1.une bread 
11. broken worship load pearl 
12. barrel noisy hurried pray 
13 . banana gray holy minutes 
14. cow ci6ar owe sacrifice 
YEM (mental activities) 
15 . recall suit juice plum 
16. sour tablet chair sense 
17 . dandelion doesn't reason uck 
18. enough imagine hitch tangle 
19 . will ditch shade stir 
20. toward leader perceive treated 
21. laden dream potato bright 
BEP (methods of locomotion) 
22. climb ;picnic reaches walk 
23 . ride careful pasture raised 
24. crawl turnip pleasant closet 
25 . call o ' clock carries s-w:i.m 
26 . coffee row clay pilot 
27 . berry aster fly nr 
28. urn hop crown swept 
DAX (virtues) 
29 . answer hi::,hest airplane just 
30. anywhere honest aloud apple 
31. board beast loyal better 
32. bunch wise borrow prince 
33 . building 
34 maid 
35 . temperate 
JIK (discipline) 
36 . praise 
37 . across 
38. pencil 
39 . break 
40 . bid 
41. because 































In converti1v study time into promptings per concept the same 
procedure was used that Reea used for his Group 12. That is, the 
study time in seconds was divided by 7, the number of seconds to a 
prompting when tne cards were shown. This amour1t was then divided 
equally among the six nonsense syllables , and added to the prompt-
i ngs for each nonsense syllable on the cards to give the total 
number of promptings . 
Twenty- two subjects were used in tnis experiment . 
RESULTS 
I. The influence of abstractness on -che number of promptings re-
quired to learn and relearn concepts. 
TABLE I 
LEARNING RELEARlJ ING 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 
Group 12 30.35 32.35 .54 • 69 
N= 24 
Group 15 
N = 22 60.55 36.15 3.58 3.64 
Obtained 
Difference 36.20 3.90 3.04 2.95 
S.E. 
Difference 10.09 .9 
C.R. 3.58 3.38 
. 
Sig. 
at% 1% 1% 




The results as 6iven in Table I show t.hat sic·nificantly more 
promptin0 s per concept for each subject and relearn hi,;hly abstract 
concepts . Group 12 required an avera0 e of 30. 35 promptin6s to learn; 
whereas , Group 15 needed more than twice as many promptings , or 
66. 55 , for each subject in learnin6 the nonsense syllables which 
symbolized the highly abstract concepts . The obtained difference 
between the means of the two groups was 36. 20. The critical ratio 
was 3. 58 which is significant at the one per cent level . The number 
of promptings for each subject per concept is only slightly less 
significant for relearning. Each subject in Group 15 was prompted 
on an average of 3. 58 times for each syllable, while subjects in 
Group 12 needed only . 54 promptings for each concept in order to 
respond with the correct nonsense syllable to each of the 42 cards . 
Group 15 also showed a much greater variability i tne number of 
promptings required for each :person in relearning the concepts . 
The critical ratio between Groups 12 and 15 in the number of 
promptings required to relearn tne concepts was 3.38 wnich is 
significant at the one per cent level . 
II. The relation of abstractness to the percentage of co~sistent 
concepts learned and retained. 
TABLE II 
LEARNil'.JG RELEAi.-qJ IHG 
% er% fo CJ % 
G-roup 12 98 .08 100 00 
N = 24 
Group 15 66 4.12 b6 4.12 
N = 22 
Difference 32 4.04 34 4.12 
s. E. 
Difference 4.12 4.12 
c. R, 7.84 8.25 
Sig. at 1% 1% 
% 
Per Cent Consistent or Correct Concepts . 
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In Table II are s et forth the percentages of consistent con- -
cepts formed by Groups 12 and 15 . We see that L}roup 12 acquired 98% 
consistent concepts . Group 15, with the same instructions and only 
the level of the concept differing, formed only 66/!, consistent or 
correct concepts . Group 15 , even with si,nificantly more promptings 
per cone ept for each individual than Group 12 was far more likely 
even then to form lnconsistent or incorrect concepts; that is, even 
though the correct nonsense syllable was given in response, the 
basis on which it was made was either i r1correct, or in some cases 
unknown. In ~roup 12, the less abstract group, only one person had 
an inconsistent concept with a total of 12 promptings required to 
learn the correct response . While Group 15 was of approximately the 
same intelligence, there were only four subjects who did not have 
at least one inconsistent ooncept . The only person in Group 12 who 
gave an inconsistent conc ept in the learning peri.od corrected it in 
the relearning period; for the more highly abstract group, Group 
15, 44% of the responses were inconsistent in the relearning 
period, exactly the same percentase of incorrect responses that 
were 6iven in the learning period for this same group . The results 
obtained are highly si p ificant with a critical ratio of 7. 84 for 
the learning and a critical ratio of 8 . 25 for tne relearning. Tnis 
would seem to indicate that once an incorrect concept is formed on 
a highly abstract level there is not much likelihood of its being 
corrected by the subject . 
III. The relation of the promptin5s required to learn and relearn 
consistent or correct as compared with inconsistent or incorrect 
concepts in Group 15. 
TABLE III 
li-roup 15 LEAR.l'JING RELEARNING 
N = 22 
Mean S. D. Mean S.D. 
Consistent 
concepts 8.87 4.2, 3. 75 4.60 
Inconsistent 
concepts 18. 15 113 . 95 3.85 7. 30 
Difference 9.28 9. 70 . 10 2.70 
S.E. 
Difference 2. 15 1.20 
C.R. 4.22 .08 
Sig. 
1% at -/o Not si.g . 
Promptings to Cards Required to Learn and rte-




Table I and Table II presented comparisons between Groups 
12 and 15. Table III gives the difference in tne number of prompt-
ings required to learn and relearn consistent concepts as compared 
with the number of promptings required to learn and relearn in-
consistent concepts in Group 15 alone . The promptir1c,s in Table 
III are based on the number of promptin5s to each card and does not 
include the study time converted into promptin5 s . The mean nu:.nber 
of promptings for correct or consistent concepts was 8 . 87 . More 
than twice as many promptings , or 18. 15 , were required on the avera6e 
to give the correct nonsense syllable when the concepts were in-
correctly or inconsistently formed . It seems apparent and highly 
significant that though the subject was eventually able to respond 
with the expected nonsense syllable when the concepts were not 
correctly formed , far more effort was needed . 
It is i Jteresting to note from Table III that once a response 
is learned, even though it is not ~onsistent or correct, the effort, 
from the standpoint of retention as represent ea by the numb er of 
promptings , is not significantly more than for the consistent . 
IV . Individual Differences 
Every subject was ~i ven a defiiii tion and an illustration of 
a concept . His task was to be able to reco6ni ze any one of the lines 
as belonging to a particular nonsense syllable. He was questioned as 
to the purpose of tne experi_ment, the meanin0 of concepts, what he 
was to do , and if he could 1tot answer these questions correctly the 
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instructions were reread . Questions were encouraged during the study 
time . In view of this , the variability of the ~roup in its methods 
of forming concepts is interesting . 
A. Differences in the number of promptin5s 
One of the best indications of the wide spread among the in-
di vi.duals in learning hif]lly abstract concepts is the total number 
of promptings required for the two extremes in the ro1 1p. One sub-
ject required a total of d42 promptings before he was able to re-
spond with t.re correct nonsense syllables for the entire series; 
whereas , the subject with the least number of promptings was 
prompted only 152 times before all responses were correctly given. 
None of the four subjects who had all concepts consistently _'ormed 
needed more than 300 promptir1c,s . The average total number of 
promptings for the entire group was nearly 400. 
In relearning Group 15 again showed great variability in the 
number of promptings required. Three of the subjects re uired only 
four promptin6s to relearn; however , one subject ·was pro,upted 103 
times before the correct nonsense syllable was iven to the series 
01' 42 cards . 
B. Failures to form cor1sistent concepts 
Every S had at least one consistent concept before startin15 
the responses to the cards . The E ,-ras surprised to find t.ha t in 
several instances this was the only consistent concept formed by the 
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subject . When asked why he had selected that particular "onsense 
syllable for response at the end of the study period, he, in some 
cases, answered th9. t it seemed like the 11 best 11 one that he had 
learned. With the feelin0 that the concept was the best, 1:,here 
aJ})are tly was .no effort to analyze as to why it seemed so . Only 
four subjects followed the same method throughout in formn0 their 
concepts . After five minutes studJ time S 7 asked if kun meant 
horn because it sounded like it; and if~ meant religion because 
there were t 1in ~s like commune, confess, and pray in the lines . She 
continued studying for 92 minutes and then completed the cards with 
all correct responses in the second trial. Vor was tne only correct 
concept tnat this subject had formed . In each of the other 0 roups 
she had selected a word from the ~roup and artificially tied it up 
with each line , for example , her concept for yem was doesn't . 
When asked as to Low she had formed this concP-'Jt she said tnat she 
had picked out doean I t from the 0 roup of woras d.IlQ then selected 
a word from each line for something 11 He aoesn 't do . He doesn 't 
dream, recall, tan,._le, stir , 11 
S 14 had one consistent concept and had not nameu the other 
syllables but had told herself a story about each 5roup. Dax wc.s a 
fairy story about a wise prince who l oved a chaste ,!laiden. Ki..ife 
was ~i ven as one of ti1e key words . E. asked the subject how; 
knife fitted in with the rest of ner story. shte answbred that a 
fairy prince carries a knife to kill drasons . Johnson (8) calls 
this dead- level abstracting on a relatively low verbal level . 
This is to be 0bserved in the language of people 
who selaom make a generalization - - tne language 
does not rise above the low verbal levels of 
description and enumeration and it leaves you 
with a feeling of frustration because nothing 
comes of it . 
The above subject required t-,,.ro ,nore trials to relearn the cards 
than she did to learn them. A greater number of trials for re-
learning was usual among those who had several inconsistent or 
wron_; concepts . 
C. Insight 
Ruger (17) observed in his experiment that 
the shiftinJ of assumptions whetr.er occurring 
by accident ur purpose often resulted directly in 
the solution. There were several instances of this 
sudden success after the subject had spent three or 
four hours working under a 6iven assumption and had 
become thorou,,,;hly disgusted with himseli. 
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The above experiment was concerned with the solution of mechanical 
puzzles ; however, much the same effect was prese t in the learn-
ing of the highly abstract concepts . After stueying i'or 90 minutes 
S 19 said that he was going to give up instead of just v,asting his 
time and E ' s time . E returned the papers to him and said that he 
had not studied an unusually lon;; time in comparison with the other 
subjects . S placed the typewritten pages before him on the desk 
as he talked, "There just i sn't any sense to this stuff . I can't 
see any way you can c..,et a concept out of it - - wait a minute . " 
With this he quickly read through a group and said , 11 1 get it 
now, this is it" , and in seven more minutes he had learned the 
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concepts and was ready for the cards. This compared with S 16 who 
read throu:h the fi rst three 0 roups expressin6 bewilderment. On the 
fourth groups and within four minutes of the time he started studying 
he said, "Oh no , you wouldn I t do th at, you rascals -- wait a minute 
now. It sure is . The concept for bep is ways of movement, I' 11 bet . 11 
Within ei5ht minutes he had all the concepts formed and spent the rest 
of tr.e study time memorizing the concept and nonsense syllable ·which 
belon6ed together . 
D. heactions to the testing situation 
There was not much variation in the reaction to the testing 
situation. The first question the S usually asked was whether or not 
this was a method of testing intelligence. After a period of study-
ing or when several promptings were required, the S's were apologetic, 
"I'll bet you think I'm dumb, don't you?" Whe11 the test was completed 
every S without exception asked, "How did I do? Was I much slower tha...11. 
the rest of the::n?" There was only one subject who o.pparently was 1ot 
trying to do her best . This subject started the testin period by 
sayin 5 , 11 I don't feel like working very hard. I don't do well at t,his 
sort of thin.;, it doeBn I t interest me . 11 At the beginniTIL of the time 
when the cards were shown, this subject's posture was casual, she 
slumped and turned sideways and had one arm restin~ on the back of 
her chair . After the first trial was completed E said that it was 
an unusually 6ood record . S asked, "Really?" and i~e iately she 
straightened up and worked hard to make a iood record . 
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E. Association of nonsense syllables with concept 
One subject used an association of si:rl.larity in round to 
remember a nonsense sylJable, vor = worship . This S said that he 
tried to think of something else for the rest of them but could not . 
F . Origin of Ideas 
After answering questions correctly after the reading of the 
instructions many of the subjects apparently disregarded that part 
which gave a definition of a concept and said tnat each nonsense 
syllable was a concept . Among the most frequent questions ·were, 11 .Am 
I supposed to memorize all of these words':" 11 and, "Shall I just pick 
out any word I want to and have the no11sense syllable stand for that?" 
The instructions were read a~ain in response to these questions . 
S 20 read the six groups of words on tt>P typewritten pages and 
then asked, 11 Is there any logi.cal reason for saying these nonsense 
syllables are concepts?" Experimenter reread the definition of a 
concept . S stated, "Well, then there should be a 6 roup of ' some-
things I under each one . 11 S began studying with this idea in mind . 
Vor was the first concept formed; yem presented some difficulty be-
cause he thou0 ht that stir must be one of the key words . When he 
found that this would not work for all lines , he started checking 
each word in a line with the words in the line below it; he found 
the correct key word in the first line under bep and then decided 
t hat maybe picnic dght be a better idea. Again he discarded the 
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idea when he found it would r.ot apply to all lines and so returned c.o 
his first idea with success . Tnis subject completed the trial i1, 38 
minutes with uo inconsistent concepts . Retention or relearning re-
quired only two trials with a total of four promptings . 
Of particu.iar interest in the above record is tne formation 
of the concept for bep in that it is the typical approach used by 
most of tre subjects . The first effort was towards seeking a rather 
low level of abstractness for c.he concept , many of the subjects 
stopped on this level and tne failure to seek a concept at a hi 6 ner 
level was at tne basis of many of those concepts which were incorrect-
ly formed . 
S 22 had no inconsistent concepts . When this subject returned 
the typewritten pages he had concepts for all the nonsense syllables . 
He said that he " fori:;ot everyr,hing he knew" when E started showini:s 
the cards . He 0 ave onlJ nine correct responses on the ~·ir st trial . 
S said , 11 I'd better try to get these sorted out a 0 ain just a few at 
a time now. I'll try to get one, at least , each trial." he was 
methodical in his approach. A nonsense syllable , once correctly 
Liven , was not missed aQain . This subject required six trials for 
learnin6 • In relearnin' tr.is sair1e subject had only four promptings 
in two trials . 
S 8 studied 20 minutes before he said, "If a person could find 
a word of a certain type in each line of a e:;roup they ' d be okay, 1rmuld-
n I t they? " After this statement the S tried to relate the nonsense 
syllable to words in the ~roup . Thirty minutes were used in this 
rnanner . He even-c.ually ca.me back to hi s first idea . This subject had 
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one wrong concept , or rather a failure to define one . 
S 18 had the hi ghest score on the Henmon- Nelson Test of Mental 
Ability of any subject in Group 15. His study time was the shortest, 
17 minutes , and only six promptings were required for learning. Hhen 
E asked how he had formed concepts S answered, nWhy, you told me what 
to do . Each line in a group had to relate to the nonsense syllable 
and so that meant each line belonged together in someway. It was just 
fi E:.uring out what made them belong together . 11 This S was surprised 
that the experiment was so easy. He said he wasn 't "good at thin6s 
like that because I just can't follow through on things that require 
logical thinking . 11 
The beneral state:nent mignt be made trat in most instances 
the highly abstract concepts were formed only after the possibility 
of less abstract concepts had been discarded. The subjects who were 
the most accurate in for:nin6 concepts were those who realized that 
the lines had to have somethin0 in co:r.rrion so that tney could be re-
cognized as belonging to a certain nonsense syllable . 
SUMMARY 
The general problem of this experiment was to study the form-
ation of concepts as a function of their abstractness. The materials 
used were two typewritten pages containing six groups of words of 
seven lines with four words to each line . One word in each line 
was the key word to be used in formin5 the concept . Each group was 
headed by a nonsense syllable. T.1e subject I s task was to discover 
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the concept which each nonsense syllable represented. After t he sub-
ject indicated that he knew the meanin6 of each one of the nonsense 
syllables , he was 0 iven a test wit h forty-two cards . Each one was 
printed 1.-ri. th one of the lines studied, and uas shown to the subject 
who was to respond with the nonsense syllable belongin0 to that card. 
The cards were considered learned when the subject reached his first 
errorless trial in naming the entire set of cards . The cards were 
presented at the rate of one card every s even seconds . If the sub-
ject failed to respou:i or responded incorrectly within three seconds, 
the experimenter prompted him with the correct response. hn in-
dividual record was made for each subject of the study time, the time 
required to learn the cards, the number of promptings, the obser-
vations made by the subject during the learning period and the mean-
ings of each nonsense syllable as 6iven by that subject . 
This experimental group , Group 15, composed of 22 subjects, 
was compared with Reed's Group 12. Both groups were undergraduate 
psycholoy students and were equated for intelligence. The material 
and procedures were the srune in the two experiments 1:dth the exception 
that for Group 15 a nighly abstract word was substituted for tne less 
abstract one in Group 12. The results were as follows: 
(1) On the average twice as many promptin0 s vrnre required to learn 
the more abstract concepts . 
(2) The a1ore abstract concepts had a much lower percentage of 
efficiency than the less abstract . This difference is 
highly significant. 
( 3) Within Group 15 more promptings were needed in the 
formation of inconsistent or wrong concepts than the 
consistent or correct concepts; however, once these 
concepts were formed , the retention was not appreci-
ably less than for the consistent co,1cepts . 
(4) There was wide variation in Group 15 as to the nwnber 
of promptings required to learn and relearn the correct 
responses to the cards . Though every subject had at 
least one correct concept there were only four subjects 
who had consistent concepts for the six nonsense 
syllables . Insight into the correct method to use 
varied from four minutes to 90 minutes . 
( 5) In the origin of ideas the subjects who formed the most 
consistent concepts were those who realized that tne 
lines should have something in common ir' they were to 
be recognized as belonging to a certain nonsense 
syllable . Generally speaking, the highly abstract 
concept was selected only after the subject had at-
tempted to form a concept on a lower level of abstract-
ness. 
LIUTATION ND FURTHER RESEARCH 
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With only 22 subjects in this experiment the statistical re-
sults were at the one percent level of si5nificance with ~he sin5le 
excepti on of the promptings required relearn inconsistent as com-
pared with consistent concepts . In view of the small number of 
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subjects , however , the writer attempted to point out only 
0
eneral 
tendencies in individual differences and in the o:ri0in of ideas . J.te-
sults of this experi _ent should o~ understood to represent only one 
type of presentation of ni hly abstract concepts in a ~iven situatio . 
Dax representin.,; virtues seemed to be an unfamiliar term to the 
subjects. Further researches should take into consideration co1npar-
ati ve fa'11iliarity of concepts . 
The results of this experiment sug~est further researches on 
the f ormation and retention of concepts as a i'unc-r,ion of their ab-
stractness: (a) the influence of set; (b) the complexity of the 
stimuli; (c) the length of the series; (d) tne form oI' presentation. 
If the leschler-Bellvue Scale were used for ra-r,ing the intelligence 
of the subjects , it would be possible to analyze the scatter found 
in Lhe sub- test of this scale ( 11) and co,npare these :::-esults with 
the failures of subjects in their ability to forut hi6hly abstract 
concepts . 
POSSIBLE APPLICATiu1TS 
The results of this experiment indicate the possibility of 
certain practical applications . A student a~parently requires ap-
proximately twice as much help in the effort to form hi~hly abstract 
concepts . Even when the learner has used the proper aporoach in 
the formation of one concept of this type, it is no assurance that 
he will apply tnis same method to other materials. It seems that 
the student is inclined to attempt to form his concepts on the 
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object level .ihenever possible . This would seem to indicate that when 
instruction is ~i ven dealing v,ith highly abstract concepts there 
should be much more individual supervision and aid as a check to see 
that the students are selectin meanings that will lead to consistent 
or correct concepts . hll subjects ~n t _is experiment learned to ~ive 
the expected response even when the concept was formed in such a way 
that it w 1.s effective only VJhen the original form of presentation 
was unchanged. This leads one to wonder if this ,ni!:',nt not. also oo 
true of t.ne recitation of .nany students in school-room situations. 
TABLE nt 
Subject Henman- Learning Total Total Helearning rotal Total 
l elson Date Promptings Time (1\/iin. ) Date Tii:ie (Min. ) Promptings 
Score 
No. l 44 4-5-49 170 42 4-12-49 09 8 
2 43 4- 22-49 230 65 L1- 28-49 18 22 
3 41 4- 21- 49 377 96 5- 2- 49 17 15 
4 45 4- 28-L1-9 284 49 5- 5- 49 15 12 
5 35 4-4- 49 591 109 4-13-49 70 103 
6 38 4- 26-49 370 55 5- 3-49 38 39 
7 23 4- 21-49 i:342 110 4-28-49 43 20 
8 39 4- 21-49 663 93 4-28-49 08 7 
9 38 4-25- 49 308 88 5- 2-L1-9 16 13 
10 33 4-6-49 232 58 4-13-49 18 11 
11 50 5- 3- 49 521 79 5- 9- 49 11 13 
12 39 4-25- 49 785 106 5-3-49 38 67 
13 38 4-25-49 216 50 5-3-49 25 11 
14 36 4-23-49 199 60 5-10- 49 10 4 
15 29 4-20-49 ')73 60 4-27-49 14 16 
16 48 5-5- 49 209 58 5-13- 49 16 16 
17 54 4-2i3-49 778 115 5-6-49 27 40 
18 58 4- 21-49 152 27 4- 25-49 10 8 
19 35 4- 5-49 675 113 i+-12-49 30 35 
20 54 4-28-49 234 38 5-5-49 10 4 
21 42 4-?.1-49 359 61 4-28-49 13 15 
22 50 4-23-49 295 59 5-1-49 11 4 
\.,u 
I\) 
Summary of Ori -;i nal Scores. 
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